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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to reflect and discuss how the use of crop models by aware practitioners might
trigger learning of how to think and act differently about the adaptation process of farming systems to climate
dynamics. The development of adaptation strategies is discussed from the perspective of contrasting metaphors,
since the metaphors in use have distinctive practical implications regarding how crop models might be used for
adaptation purposes. Further, in this paper it is pointed out that adaptation should be understood as the result of a
learning process and therefore the use of crop models for adaptation purposes must be transformed. Instead of
seeing them only as tools to secure yield of cropping systems under a changing climate they must be conceived
as components of learning systems for adaptation of whole farming systems.
Keywords: adaptation, climate change, crop models, learning
1. Introduction
The scientific evidence of human induced global warming and climate change is very strong. Increasing is also
society´s awareness about these phenomena and their projected impacts. Less agreement is found however, on
the extension of these impacts on ecosystems and society, and how to tackle them properly. As has been
discussed by Ison (2010), this is because climate change is among those situations that should be considered as
“wicked problems”, or “wicked situations”, since it is a ‘pressing and highly complex policy issue involving
multiple causal factors and high levels of disagreement about the nature of the problem and the best way to
tackle it’.
Two main general approaches have been adopted so far to tackle global warming and climate change and its
impacts: mitigation and adaptation. Simply stated, mitigation measures involve the control and reduction of the
emission of greenhouse gases like CO2, or enhancing the sinks of these gases to keep future warming as low as
possible. Mitigation will not be discussed in further detail in this paper, and the interested reader is referred to
the vast literature already existing on this issue (as in Fischer, Shah, Tubiello, & van Velhuizen, 2005; Tubiello
& Fischer, 2007; Ortiz et al., 2008). Adaptation, on the other hand, is related to changes carried out in
socio-ecological systems (as in farming systems) in response to current and expected impacts of climate change
aiming to moderate harm or exploit beneficial opportunities (based on Moser & Ekstrom, 2010).
Agriculture is the most climate dependent human activity, and the extent to which farming systems will be
affected by climate dynamics (climate change and variability) might vary across crops and regions and
adaptation scenarios, as the IPCC projections have shown (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC],
2014). Accordingly, also the adaptation measures will be different from site to site, and as outlined by Howden
et al. (2007) the immense diversity of farming systems and practices will offer a large array of possible
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adaptation options. Nevertheless, all these site specific adaptation options share some common assumptions, as
for example that adaptation should be based on the reduction of the vulnerability of the considered farming
systems to climate threats, keeping the risks of negative impacts as low as possible. Therefore, adaptation refers
to an ongoing, never ending local decision making process rather than to a final state or condition of a system of
interest resulting from the adoption of some global policies or initiatives. This ‘local’ perspective on adaptation
has also been claimed by Smit, Burton, Klein and Wandel (2000), for whom “adaptation depends fundamentally
on the characteristics of the system of interest, including its sensitivities and vulnerabilities”.
To develop adaptation measures for cropping systems, some of the impacts of climate dynamics on them have
been evaluated with the use of crop models (Ewert, 2004; Challinor, Wheeler, Craufurd, Slingo, & Grimes,
2004; Challinor, Ewert, Arnold, Simleton, & Fraser, 2009), which are models that reproduce the growth and
development of a certain crop (more details on item 3). With the aid of such models, it is possible, for example,
to project and evaluate the effects of increasing temperatures and radiation on crop biophysical responses,
development and yield. Crop models have been originally developed for application at the field (local) level, but
their application at larger scales as for climate change assessments has become a common practice (Adam, van
Bussel, Leffelaar, van Keulen, & Ewert, 2011). Therefore, crop models have been seen as a tool to support the
process of developing adaptation strategies of cropping systems to climate dynamics because they allow to
evaluate its effects on crop development and yield. To put it in other terms, crop models have been adopted to
improve the understanding of the impacts of climate dynamics on crop development and yield, and therefore
adopted to assist the development of cropping systems adapted to a changing and variable climate.
However, accepting the claim presented at the beginning of this paper that climate change characterizes a
“wicked problem situation”, an approach to develop adaptation measures based on the adoption of single tools as
crop models raises a number of key issues, particularly if they can deal effectively with such a situation
considering its complexity. Therefore, for the purpose of this paper, a very important issue is how crop models
could be integrated into learning systems for adaptation, and what can be learned about the adaptation process
with their use.
The objective of this paper is to reflect and discuss how the use of crop models by aware practitioners might not
only enact the design and implementation of cropping systems adapted to a changing climate, but whether they
might also trigger learning of how to think and act differently about the adaptation process of whole farming
systems to improve the wicked situations within which these systems are embedded.
2. How Should We Understand Adaptation to Climate Change?
For the IPCC in its Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) “adaptation [to climate change] is the process of adjustment
to actual or expected climate and its effects, seeking in human systems to moderate harm or exploit beneficial
opportunities” (IPCC, 2014). In the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report, Easterling et al. (2007) have discussed
this issue considering its implications for food, fiber and forest products. They assumed that adaptation means
both the actions of adjusting practices, processes and capital in response to the actuality or threat of climate
change as well as changes in the decision environment, such as social and institutional structures, and altered
technical options that can affect the potential or capacity for these actions to be realized. It follows that
adaptation might be understood as a vulnerability reducing process relying not only on the adoption of “hard”
measures based on the engineering of existing biophysical systems of interest (as cropping systems), but also as
a process relying on “soft” measures related to social, political and historical factors of the context within which
these systems are embedded. At the end, adaptation certainly relies on a combination of “hard” and “soft”
measures aiming to reduce the vulnerability of the considered systems of interest.
Although in recent years there have been notable developments regarding knowledge and practice on adaptation
to climate change and variability, what we can notice so far, as in Adger et al. (2007), is that despite its
complexity most of these adaptation developments still consist on the proposition of a set of practices to be
potentially adopted everywhere, following the same path adopted in case of mitigation (as almost always has
been the case of global mitigation initiatives).
According to Collins and Ison (2009), etymologically adaptation means ‘fitted or suited’ and to adapt is ‘to fit’
or ‘make suitable’. To discuss the notion of adaptation, these authors explore two metaphors that for the design
of adaptation strategies have far reaching practical implications, in science as well as in policy and in
intervention. For them, one of the metaphors is that of ‘adaptation as fitting into’, that corresponds to the most
widespread understanding of the process of adapting to a given situation. Interpreted according to this metaphor,
adaptation unfolds based on the assumption that both the situation and what is to be adapted are known in
advance. They are predetermined. It seems reasonable to assume that most of the already proposed practices on
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adaptation of agriculture to climate dynamics are based on this understanding, and a significant implication of it
is that the same set of adaptation practices recommended for a given situation could be transferred to different
contexts. A good example here of this type of adaptation practice in farming systems is the introduction of crops
cultivars more tolerant to droughts, or the adoption of agronomic practices to minimize droughts effects.
The other organizing metaphor discussed by Collins and Ison (2009) is that of ‘adaptation as co-evolution’. This
metaphor is based on the understanding that adaptation results from a process of mutual interaction between the
system of interest (a farming system) and its environment. So, in human systems of interest adaptation can be
seen as a process of learning and development. For Collins and Ison (2009) the ‘adaptation as co-evolution’
metaphor draws attention to the systemic concept of ‘emergence’, because ‘adaptation’ might be seen as an
emergent property of a co-evolutionary process. From this perspective on adaptation follows that current farming
systems are adapted to their biophysical environments as a result of co-evolutionary processes in which humans
have learned how to manage them under circumstances of high (also climatic) complexity and uncertainty.
Landraces might be considered the typical result of this kind of adaptation process. The persistence of
Agriculture in human history and its ubiquity might be seen therefore as an emergent property of this relational
dynamics between humans and their changing biosphere.
A further practical implication of adaptation conceptualized as co-evolution, is that adaptation practices must be
seen as context or site-specific, and they need to be designed taking into consideration local site features. From
this perspective, adaptation would be the result of recursive interactions between the system of interest and its
environment over time. For Ison (2010) to understand adaptation as co-evolution seems to be the only way
forward for managing in a climate changing world, and he makes the point that this requires an effective form of
praxis – a systems practice.
However, conceptualizing a process like adaptation to climate dynamics in terms of metaphors may not only
reveal some important features about the nature of this process, but also conceal or hide others. As has been
warned by Collins and Ison (2009), climate change adaptation seen as the result of a co-evolutionary process
cannot be restricted to studies of climate change sensu stricto, but as a systemic praxis it will have to consider all
domains of human concern.
Furthermore, there are certainly other possible metaphors underlying the expression ‘adaptation to climate
change’ as even Collins and Ison (2009) discuss. In his book Ison (2010) discusses briefly another metaphor for
adaptation which is ‘adaptation for’. This metaphor relies on the perspective that in a climate changing world it
is necessary to build a discourse and praxis of hope to allow the construction of new horizons of knowing and
doing. Therefore, conceptualizing the adaptation process of farming systems in these terms might implicate a
radical change of perspective. To give a concrete example, in a study published by Assad et al. (2008) the
impacts of climate change on the geography of Brazilian agriculture are discussed, showing that it could be
profoundly modified, displacing crops from one region to another, with significant (negative) socio-economic
impacts, demanding major adaptations efforts in order to keep it as it is currently. Although this could well be
the case, this perspective (typically based on the “adaptation as fitting into” metaphor) simply ignores all the new
opportunities and possibilities that this change in the geography of agricultural production bears up, triggering
structural changes and new forms of practice in whole regions, opening up new spaces for learning. This is also a
good example of how it is important to develop awareness of the metaphor in use, because it is framing the
features of the adaptation process in place.
2.1 Adaptation to Climate Change as a Learning Process
The conceptualization of adaptation as ‘co-evolution’, as a learning and development process, has some distinct
practical implications. Accepting this conceptualization of adaptation, implies to accept and to consider that
since it is not possible to completely know the situation in the long-term, it is also not possible to know in
advance what is to be adapted. As has been briefly described, adaptation will result from the process of mutual,
recursive interactions between the changing climate situation and the considered systems of interest (as for
example, a farming system). This recurrent process of adapting to changing climate situations, based on the
transformation of the systems of interest as well as of their environments, might be thus understood as the result
of a learning process.
Learning itself is a very complex process, and for the purpose of this paper it is enough to assume that learning
emerges in the process of engaging with a situation with the purpose of improving it. It means that learning
implies change of some form and in some degree. So, learning might emerge when in the process of engaging
with a climate change situation a change of understandings leads to changes on practices. But here it must be
stressed that this understanding on learning is much different than that of O’Neill (2008) since based on a
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different epistemology. In his discussion about learning in a climate change context this author assumed an
instrumental objectivist epistemology and defined learning as the acquisition of new information that leads to
changes (to reductions?) in uncertainty. However, considering what has been discussed so far regarding the
metaphors of adaptation in use, it might be expected that learning will also happen when moving from the
understanding of adaptation based on the fitting into metaphor to the co-evolution metaphor, because this move
from one understanding to another will enact new forms of practice, and not because it has any noticeable impact
on the existent level of uncertainty. Therefore, according to the perspective espoused in this paper, the aim is not
to change the level of uncertainty, but to change the way we engage with it.
Ultimately, the key issue regarding adaptation to climate change goes much beyond than identifying a set of
practices or measures fitted to a given situation, although this could be necessary in some moment along the
adaptation process. Rather, the key issue is how to set up an adaptation process based on learning and
development in a situation characterized by uncertainty, exploring the opportunities that the conceptualization of
adaptation as ‘co-evolution’ provides for the design of learning systems for concerted social action towards
adaptation to a dynamic climate.
Therefore, this learning perspective on adaptation to climate dynamics has important implications considering
how crop models have been and could be used for adaptation purposes. The challenge is how to use them as part
of an integrated approach for effectively engaging stakeholders in the adaptation process, creating awareness of
the multitude of aspects involved in this process, and in the whole situation.
3. Crop Models
In crop modeling, a large variety of models have been developed since the 1960s. Crop models have many
current and potential uses for answering questions in research, crop management, and policy (Boote, Jones, &
Pickering, 1996), as for example in many of the questions related to the impacts of climate change and
variability on cropping systems. Briefly defined, crop models, or crop simulators, are computer programs that
mimic the growth and development of crops. Data of weather, soil, and crop management are processed to
predict crop ontogenesis, phenology, maturity date, yield, fertilizer´s efficiency and other important elements of
crop production. The calculations performed in crop models are based on the existing knowledge of the physics,
physiology and ecology of crop responses to the environment (United States Department of Agriculture [USDA],
2007). There exists a large literature on crop models (Sirotenko, 2001; Batchelor, Basso, & Paz, 2002; Lobell &
Burke, 2010), and details about their features will not be discussed here. A good overview on them, particularly
on the DSSAT (Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer) package, that incorporates models of
different crops with software that facilitates the evaluation and application of crop models for different purposes,
can be read in Jones et al. (2003).
The adoption of crop models in many different agricultural situations and for many different purposes is not
new. For Boote, Jones and Pickering (1996), a number of crop growth models have been adopted to evaluate the
consequences of global climate change, as increasing temperatures and altered rainfall patterns on crop yields.
However, for these authors, the efforts to evaluate the effects of a changing climate on yields adopting crop
models should be placed with more emphasis on year-to-year fluctuations caused by weather variability. As has
been claimed by Hansen and Jones (2000) dynamic, process-level crop models are playing an increasing role in
translating information about climate variability into prediction and recommendations at a range of scales,
tailored to the needs of agricultural decision makers. Crop models have been also adopted to evaluate
agricultural production risks across a wide range of climatic conditions. Despite the high uncertainty of this sort
of analysis, particularly for large time scales, they have been adopted as a tool to support strategic decision
making in crop production and agricultural land use planning.
For Jones et al. (2003) in the development of DSSAT the systems approach provided “a framework to conduct
research and to understand how the system and its components function”. Although the “systemic” nature of
crop models have been mentioned by these authors, it is necessary to address briefly what is commonly
understood, in conceptual terms, as “the systems approach” in the context of crop modeling, as well as its
implications for practice. It is clear from the statement of Jones et al. (2003) that they assume the existence of
well-defined “cropping systems”, existing as discrete entities with distinguishable boundaries over which crop
models can be developed and the resulting models will be run. This stance is typical of a first-order systems
approach. For Russell and Ison (2000), the first-order tradition, on which this systems approach is based, is
characterized by concerned intervention, the definition of clear goals, the ‘naming’ of the problem, and the
proposal of a rational solution. Accordingly, this systems approach should allow the understanding not only of
the functioning of the system, but also allow the prediction of its behavior under given conditions, as well as how
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to manage or to control it (Jones et al., 2003). Furthermore, DSSAT, which is currently the most used package
for running crop models for different purposes, is based on the assumption that knowledge (in form of
production technology) can be transferred, an epistemological stance also typically linked to first-order
traditions.
The epistemological assumptions behind crop model building is an important aspect that must be considered
when using crop models for managing or intervening in “messy” situations or “wicked problems” like climate
change. “Messy” or “wicked” situations are highly complex, characterized by uncertainty, interdependencies and
which can be observed and interpreted from multiple perspectives. As a consequence, if systemic failures are to
be avoided, any intended intervention on such situations can no longer be undertaken by means of prediction and
control. These situations simply don’t follow deterministic rules. Rather, human intervention on such situations
must be based on the acceptance that they are intrinsically unpredictable. It means that for effectively managing
such situations of complexity it is necessary to espouse an epistemological stance different than first-order
traditions making possible the enactment of new forms of practice. This must also include the way crop models
have been used in the development of adaptation strategies. But how to transform crop models into learning
devices for raising systemic awareness about the situation?
4. Transforming the Use of Crop Models: From Tools to Optimize Crop Yields to Components of
Learning Systems for Adaptation
For Mingers and Brocklesby (1999) a tool is an artifact, often a computer software, that can be used in
performing a particular technique, or a specific activity. The particular technique or specific activity that crop
models can perform is, for example, to identify the growth factors that contribute most to the achievement of a
desired yield level of a cropping system, optimizing it. Thinking in terms of the metaphors discussed so far, this
use of crop models as a tool for optimizing purposes can be characterized according to the ‘fitting into’
metaphor, since it is based on the assumption that the situation (in this case restricted to the climate itself or to
some of its variables) as well as what is to be adapted (a cropping system) are known in advance. Then, crop
models are used to fit a cropping system into the given environment, setting the practices to be adopted to
achieve the desired goal: a certain optimized yield level.
The issue of concern here, however, is not if this “fitting process” is effective or not for the design of cropping
systems eventually adapted to a changing climate, but if from this modality of use of crop models learning (of
what type? to what extent?) about the adaptation process of a whole farming system to a dynamic climate can
emerge. It must be clear at this point that although learning about adaptation to climate dynamics has not been an
explicit objective of crop models, their use also does not preclude it at all. However, the point being made here is
that depending on the perspective driving the use of crop models for adaptive practices learning can be
constrained instead of being enabled. Consequently, to adopt crop models only as a tool to perform simulations
to maximize crop yield seems not to be very helpful to improve or to transform the wicked situations in which
these cropping systems are embedded, despite their value in assisting decision making in agricultural land use at
local levels (Note 1).
To move forward “beyond the dominance of empiricist prediction” it is necessary to depart from the view of
crop models only as tools to fix cropping systems under a changing climate. Just to give an example of how to
avoid a recipe-like use of crop models, they could be regarded as part of a set of guidelines to design adaptation
strategies, becoming part of a methodology in the sense suggested by Ison (2010). As claimed by this author, a
methodology involves the conscious braiding together of theory and practice in a given situation, characterizing
a context specific enactment. Therefore, instead of using crop models under a changing climate to
deterministically and systematically intervene in a cropping system, changing sowing dates, varieties, level of
fertilizer input, or anything else to optimize crop yields avoiding a decrease in economic return, based on a
non-deterministic and systemic approach crop models are seen as just one among many other tools mobilized to
explore novel possibilities of maintaining viable farming systems. This implies a move from the relative
certainty of a model prediction (the empiricist tradition) to the uncertain possibilities of an ongoing adaptation
process, or the move from the cropping system to the situation of concern. It is from this way of putting crop
models into practice in a changing climate situation that practitioners may take responsibility for learning from
the process. In this case it is expected that aware practitioners (any stakeholder involved in the process) would be
“able to judge what is appropriate for a given context in terms of managing a process” (Ison, 2010) – the
adaptation – instead of managing simply an output – the crop yield, since not always optimizing crop yields
might be the best option if the purpose is to improve the whole situation and to avoid undesirable unintended
consequences.
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Furthermore, the uncertainty of future climate constrains the possibility of developing or securing in advance a
set of practices to be adopted in an unknown situation. Instead of being informed by the “adaptation as fitting
into” metaphor, adaptation to climate change must be informed by the “co-evolution metaphor”, as has been
discussed previously. It means that the tool-like use of crop models for adaptation purposes must be transformed:
they need to be integrated into learning systems for adaptation.
But what is a learning system? From a first-order perspective, the design of a learning system comprises the
combination of elements and processes interconnected as subsystems as well as the specification of some
boundary conditions – to define what is part of the system, what is not – for the purpose of learning (Blackmore,
2005; Ison, 2010). However if we move to a second-order understanding, adopting a systemic design practice
perspective, instead of speaking about the design or the modelling of a ‘learning system’, it is the situation of
concern that will be considered “as if it were a learning system”. As discussed by Ison (2010), the implication of
this perspective is that a ‘learning system’ can only ever be said to exist after its enactment, that is, on reflection
(Note 2). But if learning as suggested by Kolb (1984) is the creation of knowledge through the transformation of
experience, then it is the experience of using crop models that needs to be transformed in order to create
knowledge (taken to be a set of practices) about adaptation. Transforming the way crop models have been used is
an important step to create the circumstances for effectively engaging stakeholders into the adaptation process,
making the improvement of wicked situations like climate change possible. In this way crop models will also
contribute to build capacity for social collectives and individuals to respond to a dynamic climate, and
stakeholders will move “from a goal-oriented thinking towards thinking in terms of learning”.
The key issue regarding the use of crop models to design adaptation strategies to climate dynamics of farming
systems can now be re-formulated in the following terms: what can be learned about the situation in case crop
models were used as if they were part of a learning system to design adaptation strategies? Based on this learning
perspective crop models will be understood not only as a set of rules or a computer program to simulate the
development of crops to optimize yields, but as devices taking part in a process of designing systems of interest
(farming systems) to tackle a variable and changing climate; they might become part of an epistemological
device that opens up new learning possibilities about human-induced climate change, its far reaching
implications on ecosystems and society and how to tackle them.
5. Final Remarks
The process of adapting agricultural land use to a dynamic climate and the farmer’s adaptation capacity should
not be reduced to the capacity to adopt or adjust certain practices assumed to be more suitable in future climatic
conditions. In fact, as has been discussed in this article, the adaptation process should be understood as resulting
from the permanent capacity to learn with a changing climate transforming wicked situations for the better. To
achieve this, the process of developing adaptation strategies should be conceptualized in terms of the ‘adaptation
as co-evolution’ metaphor with learning itself being its emergent property.
This demands however that practitioners be aware of their epistemological choices when designing adaptation
strategies to climate dynamics in agricultural systems, for which they might mobilize different resources, among
them crop models. So, for example, to frame human-induced climate change as a “wicked situation” is a matter
of choice or preference that, however, calls for special forms of practices in the adaptation process. This
epistemological awareness might transform the “hard” perspective on using crop models to a “soft”, learning
based intervention on a situation. Crop models will be seen now as devices to facilitate learning about the whole
situation rather than to optimize yields. In analogy to what has been discussed so far, it might be expected that
learning will also happen when moving from the tool-like adoption of crop models to the view of crop models as
components of learning systems for adaptation, because this move from one understanding to another will enact
new forms of practice.
It is certainly possible to learn something about climate change adopting crop models as if they were tools to
design adaptation strategies in agricultural land use systems. But this adaptation approach is no longer enough.
Agricultural land use is a complex human activity system immersed in an environment of extremely high
uncertainty about future climate. Under such circumstances crop models alone can’t cope with all the
complexity; they can’t absorb all the variety present in such situations. Therefore, crop models must be part of an
integrated approach to adaptation, enabling new forms of practice for managing the complexity of the decision
making process driving adaptation of agricultural land use. By accepting this shift in perspective regarding the
use of crop models for adaptation purposes, it is up to the crop modelers to engage in processes leading to the
integration of crop models into learning systems for adaptation, enabling the emergence of learning and
awareness about the whole situation.
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In terms of adaptation to climate dynamics in agricultural land use, it only can make sense to use crop models in
case they do not close options for future adaptability to change. In the “messy”, “wicked” situation we find
ourselves, any designed adaptation strategy must avoid ‘a narrowing of possibilities on pathways towards
effective action’. If we assume that there is no right or wrong answer in using crop models to design adaptation
strategies, we must agree that it is necessary to evaluate the context where crop models can be used for effective
action.
Regarding effective action, it must also be considered that although decision support systems as DSSAT have
been used to facilitate the formulation of adaptation strategies to climate dynamics, the resulting model based
farming systems not necessarily are transformed into farming practices, even in conditions of high climatic risk.
So, for example, McCown (2012) reports about a program of research that has been conducted to see if, and
under what conditions, computer simulations of farming scenarios can be valued by farmers. This research
program was a response to the researcher´s growing awareness of persistent low interest in software of decision
support systems among farmers, at least in Australian dryland cropping. Under these climatic conditions decision
makers ‘rely heavily on intuitive judgment underpinned by experience’ and not necessarily on results of decision
support systems, which might remain an enigma for them (McCown, 2012).
Furthermore, it is important to emphasize that the “problem” of climatic change of anthropogenic causes can’t be
reduced to technological or economic aspects, as remembered by Orr (2009), and that for managing this situation
it is necessary to learn to think and act differently, as has been claimed by Ison (2010). It is based on this process
of learning to think and act differently that should emerge the capacity to adapt to climate change, and not as the
result of identifying or adopting practices better fitted to a given climatic situation. This clearly points to the
need of adopting a different research approach if learning is to be fostered, a research approach which is also
oriented towards practice facilitating action which is systemically desirable and/or culturally feasible. A good
example of such a research approach is ‘systemic inquiry’ understood as an institutional form and process
designed for engaging with uncertainty and complexity (http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/govan/?page_id=23
accessed 30 september 2015) like situations of climate change adaptation. As systemic inquiry progresses it
involves the enactment of a process of learning amongst those who already have, or through participation build,
a stake in an issue of concern (Ison, 2002; SLIM, 2004), as might be the case of farmers and researchers
committed to improve whole farming systems under a dynamic climate. Therefore, paraphrasing Bawden (2010),
to the challenge of climate change it is necessary to give a learning response.
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Notes
Note 1. This might be the case, for instance, in the context of precision farming. In such circumstances,
crop models have been used in combination with other tools for yield map prediction, increasing the
availability of information on spatial variation to allow zone-specific management prescriptions (Basso,
Ritchie, Pierce, Braga & Jones, 2001; Oliver, Robertson & Wong, 2010). However, also this kind of
adoption of crop models to improve decision making doesn´t break out of optimizing traditions since the
ultimate objective is to maximize yields.

Note 2. Since it is not the purpose of this paper to discuss in more detail these different perspectives on
learning systems and its implications, the interested reader is referred to Ison (2010) for further details.
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